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Run Fast. Every single recipe— Eat Sluggish. taught runners of all ages that balanced diet could possibly be
both indulgent and incredibly nourishing. Now, Olympian Shalane Flanagan and chef Elyse Kopecky are
back again with a cookbook that’s filled with recipes that are fast and easy without sacrificing taste.
Whether you are an athlete, schooling for a marathon, a person who barely has time to step in the kitchen, or
feeding a hungry family, Run Fast. Eat Sluggish. Eat Sluggish. has wholesome meals to sustain you.Cook
the recipes that Shalane Flanagan ate even though training on her behalf 2017 TCS New York City
Marathon historic win! Make Fast. Cook Fast.from Shalane and Elyse’THE BRAND NEW York Times
bestseller Run Fast. is full of pre-run snacks, post-run recovery breakfasts, on-the-go lunches, and
30-minutes-or-less supper recipes.s signature Superhero muffins to energizing smoothies, grain salads,
veggie-loaded power bowls, homemade pizza, and competition day pubs—provides fuel and diet without
sacrificing flavor or time.
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. I simply received the book, and at first glance, a significant difference I notice is that book has recipes that
are much easier to prep. Although I cherished everything I manufactured in the first publication, it took me
permanently to get ingredients, and the elements were very costly (after I found almond flour, I was like,
"it's how much?? i also like this they provide suggestions about how to plan foods, including which
ingredients or sides can go with other meals in the reserve. Take it from a 67-year-old retired bachelor and
recreational runner..Easier quality recipes for busy moms! Perfect timing to start using this reserve.Another
reviewer noted that there are many of the same quality recipes with substitutions - that is true, but if you are
not really a cook and only want a wholesome way to eat (like me), and in addition enjoy dishes that you
could cook from start to finish in less than one hour, then you will really enjoy this book. I'd never have
experimented myself to observe what I could substitute each morning muffins, plus they are awesome, so
now I have three additional flavors to add to my rotation. Additionally, there are simple suggestions (make a
double portion of this and eat it for lunch time all week), that I probably would not have thought to do.
FINALLY an ideal Cookbook for Female Runners Unquestionably love this book and everything these
strong women represent. At first glance, I'm a little disappointed that many of the dishes are recycled from
the initial book with a few substitutions. For example, the Can't Beet Me Smoothie 2. The first cookbook
either had complicated recipes or recipes that called for several hard-to-find ingredients (Hazelnut Milk &
While I like that there are several variations on aged favorites (the variations on the Superhero Muffins
appear good!), I didn't like this some recipes certainly are a do it again from the first reserve (Apple Cider
Vinaigrette & Eat Slow," and so far, I'm really enjoying how easy they're to make! Energy Bites will be the
first ones I could remember). All have already been to die for. In any event, both of these cookbooks are
excellent for just about any athlete (or person with a challenging plan!) to have on hand! my favorite recipe
so far is the peanut butter cups! Happy cooking (and operating) y'all! I've just had this recipe publication for
a couple days and currently ear-marked about 70% of the quality recipes to try Right now, lol!Many thanks
Elyse and shalane! My just complaint, which I have for just about all of my favorite recipe books.! This
book has yet to disappoint me!lack of photos! Food needs to be seen in books, not just read and remaining to
the maker's interpretations. I've trouble imagining just what a recipe will look/taste like without a photo to
go with it. And let's not pretend, it's really to ensure I'm not ROYALLY SCREWING stuff up! 2nd moments
a charm!! Love the Simpler Recipes!0 is the same recipe because the Can't Beet Me personally Smoothie in
the initial book apart from adding 2 tbsp of cocoa powder and swapping peanut butter for almond butter.
There are plenty of new recipes in this reserve that I can't wait to try but I would have loved to see more new
recipes than simple substitutions. At this stage, I've only made a few recipes from "Run Fast. Make Fast.
Lemon Miso Dressing). Great recipes!! (Though, the kale raddichio salad w lemon miso dressing may
permanently be our favorite). I'm currently training for my first complete marathon, and I've experienced
some horrible lovely cravings now that I'm hitting 18-20 mile long works. These cups quench the craving
while providing me a much healthier chocolate choice. Every recipie I have made is so flavorful and filling.!
Reasonable for families with young kids AND athletes I thought it will be impossible to top the 1st, but they
may did it! I attached a few images so you can see.! Although it’s been out for under a week, we just made
our 18th recipe from the reserve (we'd made all the types imprinted through their blog and Runner’s World
beforehand). We'd repeat every, one one!!! Nice complement to perform Fast, East Slow but with several
repeat recipes I absolutely loved "Run Fast, Eat Slow" and was excited to get this second edition. the one
thing i didnt like was some of the elements were items i didnt already have in my pantry (ex wheat flour) but
those items that i didn’t have i have gotten and have used across multiple recipes in this book. I’ve had this
reserve for a day . 5 and I’ve already made their granola, miso greens, green envy rice bowl, and miso butter
fish. Finally there is a cookbook out there that I can loyally endorse since it can help young females develop
a healthy relationship with food and training. THANK YOU Shalane and Elyse!.!P.S. The quality recipes
are flexible, nutritious, time-saving and delicious!! :) Fun new dishes! Tasty and flavorful.. No more guilt

for these cravings! The oatmeal banana pancakes (with the spinach blended I to the milk) has turned into a
go to breakfast at our house. I'm food preparation from your book and training hard for a 10k PR in 4 weeks.
We also love the super fruit soup, Thai quinoa salad and the bonk burgers. I also really love the amount each
recipie makes, we always have leftovers and that is great for lunches. This reserve also has wonderful photos
of my home state of Oregon! No seriously, everything appears mouthwatering and nutritious
simultaneously. Your work on this book is so appreciated and the dishes are a great improve to my every
week menus. My 4 calendar year old asks for the "green panpakes" today!and to cook the recipes, with two
toddlers, it just didn't happen regularly. The mostly plant-based dishes are nutritious, delicious and an easy
task to prepare, and most of the ingredients are readily available at your local market. As an consuming
disorder survivor, runner and senior high school cross-country coach, I will get together with the book's
premise and will certainly be recommending this book to my sportsmen. I do love that the sample meal
plans are broken down by season - that's among the best features from the first publication and this is a nice
upgrade. I’m so happy that there’s a peanut butter cup recipe in this reserve- I’m producing that next! The
recipes are not intimidating and almost every recipe includes adjustments for gluten free and dairy free
eaters. My favorite part about this publication is that it’s filled with nutrition tips for runners. This reserve
makes me feel therefore inspired and happy.! Great!The chocolate peanut butter cups are perfect! a splurge
buy for a runner and novice cook I’m a big runner both short and long distances however, not very aware of
my nutritional requirements while training. i’ve also never been a big cook but have already been trying to
end up being better and cooking a wider variance of meals for myself and my family. i was pregnant and
still running at that time i bought this book and this supplied great education on nutritional information.?
Thank you to be an inspiration to all feminine runners out there by defeating the diet stigmas and addressing
the importance of viewing food as fuel. Best cookbook ever wonderful cookbook. The quality recipes are
easy and I really like that in both cases, almost all of the dishes provide special instructions for freezing and
keeping, using an instantaneous pot or gradual cooker, or prepping forward.! Delicious! I've only tried a few
recipes but I really like that they are all easy to make and tasty! 1st was great, 2nd the best Bought in Aug,
GF provides been begging for this since, too bad its for christmas Misinformation The recipes probably
good but they lost me at "a calorie is not a calorie" and that everyone extracts calories differently. This is
such hog clean that it discredits the rest in the book. Great tasting, nutritious recipes! You don't need to be a
girl or a runner to reap the benefits of this book."). FAVORITE COOKBOOK This book is filled up with
delicious, fast, and easy recipes and inspiring thoughts. Fantastic food for runners Love this book! Dishes do
not contain a ton of elements and are simple to prepare. All the dishes we have made from it have been
delicious! If this reserve will get my husband to not only eat kale, but ask for more it should be great!
Shalane and Elyse will be the bomb.!! these quality recipes are basic and straightforward. Everyone should
bought it.
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